BEAUTIFUL HOME BY STUDIO PYRAMID

RUMA INDAH
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Right-hans page: architect Milosh Pavlovic
and interior designer Sasha Josipovicz (Studio Pyramid) in front of ‘their’ National
ASrts Club in New York City.

Travel a half hour north of Toronto’s bustling
downtown core, and you’ll find yourself in
Willowdale, a leafy suburban neighborhood
populated almost entirely by the pseudoclassical mansions of a bygone era.
But nestled on a quiet residential thoroughfare is a welcome respite - not just from
the stone-clad monotony that surrounds it,
but also from the clatter and confusion of the
world at large. It’s a minimalist masterpiece
dubbed “Ruma Indah” - Indonesian for
“beautiful home,” a nod to the owners’ Southeast Asian backgrounds.
“It projects a feeling of Zen,” says Studio
Pyramid’s Milosh Pavlovic, the Toronto-based
architect who designed the project.
“The clients wanted a peaceful home, and
they’ve said that many of their friends who
come to visit have that sort of feeling. That’s
really the biggest achievement: to design
something for a client that really fits them and
their way of life.”
To accomplish that serenity was no easy task,
however. It required reconstructing the
landscape to best embrace the wooded
ravine on the edge of the property. Two levels were introduced to the once-flat site, in
order to “create a tension between the landscape and the built form” — an intermediate
platform that houses the home’s infinity-edge
swimming pool, which descends further into
a walled garden.
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Set upon that foundation is the house itself, a
brilliant study in the use of open spaces and
naturalism. The structure consists of three
levels - “sculpturally stacked rectangular
boxes,” as Pavlovic puts it - each oriented to
take full advantage of the property’s panoramic views through floor-toceiling windows.
To satisfy the owners’ environmentally friendly outlook, the abode features
a number of sustainably minded features: ground source heating keeps the
home temperate without the use of gas, and the garden is irrigated by a
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rainwater collection system. The artificial lighting, meanwhile,
was set up in a manner meant to mimic the manner in which
natural daylight travels throughout the house.
The exterior of the home contrasts tactile black tiles from Japan
with a smooth light grey surface. Upon entering the striking front
doors, guests cross over a modernist reflecting pool (a nod to the
importance of water in Asian cultures), into the fluid, undivided
public area of the main floor. Head up the sweeping stairwell
atrium, and you’ll discover a more conventional layout of four
bedrooms and bathrooms.
According to Studio Pyramid designer Sasha Josipovicz, the
interiors were outfitted to reflect a meeting of two cultures: his
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more “aggressive, impulsive Eastern European way of thinking”
and the “more sophisticated, more thoughtful” Asian culture of
his clients. Through his use of colour and subtle cultural references - a contemporary interpretation of a traditional fire pit
in the living area, for instance, or an ethereal silk chandelier
over the dining table - Josipovicz managed to achieve a distinct
balance and soothing energy that’s palpable from the moment you
step inside.
“It is a magical house,” Josipvicz says. “There is such a phenomenal, harmonious energy in every corner, every view, every
object. Some design is all about shouting, this was all about
whispering.”
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